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Fully Coupled Rigid Internal
Combustion Engine Dynamics
and Vibration—Part II:
Model-Experiment Comparisons
In internal combustion engine vibration modeling, it is typically assumed that the vi
tory state of the engine does not influence the loads transmitted to the engine block
its moving internal components. This one-way-coupling assumption leads to energy
servation problems and does not account for Coriolis and gyroscopic interactions
tween the engine block and its rotating and reciprocating internal components. A
seven-degree-of-freedom engine vibration model has been developed that does no
this assumption and properly conserves energy. This paper presents time and freq
domain comparisons of this model to experimental measurements made on an
six-cylinder heavy-duty Diesel engine running at full load at peak-torque (1200 rpm)
rated (2100 rpm) speeds. The model successfully predicts the overall features
engine’s vibratory output with model-experiment correlation coefficients as high a
percent for vibration frequencies up through third engine order. The results are robu
variations in the model parameters. Predictions are less successful at the detail leve
at higher frequencies because of uncertainties in the actual imperfections of the
engine, and because of the influence of unmodeled engine components.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370400#
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1 Introduction
Fluctuating mechanical loads from piston-driven internal co

bustion ~IC! engines are frequently the main source of low fr
quency vibration in transportation systems. Here, low frequen
are understood to lie in the range of the first few rotational ord
of the running engine~up to eighth or tenth order!. Even though
standard isolation schemes provide excellent vibration isolatio
higher frequencies, market forces still push for the reduction
elimination of low-frequency vibration in modern vehicles.

The amount of low-frequency vibration transmitted from an
engine to a vehicle’s structure is determined by the vibratory o
put of the engine, the location and resilience of the vibratio
isolating engine mounts, and the characteristics of the vehic
structure. Although large computationally expensive full-vehi
vibration models are possible, preliminary design work requi
simple computationally efficient tools. Thus, simplified lo
degree-of-freedom models are required. More precisely, ro
and accurate design and simulation models are needed to pr
the vibratory output of mounted IC engines to minimize possi
durability and customer-perceived quality problems associa
with excessive vibration. Such models should execute quickly
require only relatively simple inputs so that optimization of e
gine parameters, engine mount locations, and isolator prope
are possible.

Most engine vibration models rely on the assumption that
coupling forces between the engine’s moving internal compon
and block are independent of the engine’s vibratory motion~@1–
5#!. Thus the engine vibration problem is solved in two steps. F
the moving internal components are simulated in a hypothet
engine that is rigid and stationary to predict coupling forces. Th
these coupling forces are applied to the resiliently supported
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gine block to determine its vibratory motion. This approach
approximate because it only allows for one-way coupling betw
the moving internal components and the block and does not
count for Coriolis or gyroscopic coupling.

This paper presents low-frequency vibration comparisons
tween an actual running engine and the fully coupled se
degree-of-freedom engine dynamics and vibrations model
scribed in a companion paper„~@6#!, hereafter referred to as Part…
and in Hoffman@7#. This fully coupled model~FCM! is based
on rigid-body dynamics and does not rely on the one-way c
pling assumption. The FCM properly includes all mechani
inter-actions between the rotating, reciprocating, and vibrat
motions of the engine’s crankshaft, flywheel, connecting ro
pistons, and block. Previous experimental work has shown
the rigid-body assumption is acceptable for low-frequency eng
block vibrations~@8#!.

The experimental engine for this study, an inline six-cylind
heavy-duty Diesel engine, was mounted on three-component
cells and run at peak-torque and rated-speed~power! operating
points. Measurements from the load cells are compared to F
simulations in both the time and frequency domains. Modal ana
sis and parameter optimization are used to determine the var
inertial, geometric, and resilience parameters of the test en
and its mounts. These parameters and cycle-averaged combu
pressure measurements from the test engine are the inputs fo
FCM. Model-experiment comparisons are made for steady-s
engine operations, i.e., after the start-up transients in the tes
gine and model engine have subsided.

As might be expected, static and dynamic imbalance of
various rotating engine components~crankshaft and flywheel! and
mismatch between the primarily reciprocating ones~pistons and
connecting rods! can lead to significant vibratory forcing of th
engine block at the low engine orders. For a variety of reasons
resulting engine vibrations are hard to predict in detail. Here,
precise imbalance and mismatch configuration of the test en
was unknown and essentially unobtainable. In addition, the F
as currently formulated does not include every moving eng
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component. In particular, the front-end gear train, overhe
camshaft, and fuel delivery system were not included. Zhao
Reinhart@9# have shown that the gear train and the fuel delive
system are the dominant cause of engine noise at frequen
above a few hundred Hertz. Hence, the hope here is that the
namics and vibration contributions of these components are s
enough to neglect compared to the contributions from the m
eled components. Thus, the final model-experiment comparis
presented in this paper are between a model engine havin
incomplete set of moving internal components and plausible
hypothetical rotational imbalances and component mismatc
and the test engine having a complete set of moving internal c
ponents but unknown imbalances and mismatches.

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. T
next one covers the experimental setup and the measurement
niques. Section 3 describes how the quiescent engine m
analysis was used to set parameters in the FCM engine vibra
model. Section 4 presents comparisons between the model o
and experimental engine for vibration loads transmitted to
engine mounting structure. The final section summarizes this
fort and provides a few conclusions.

2 Experimental Measurements
The experimental setup has been described in Winton

Dowling @10# and Hoffman and Dowling@8#, so the following
summary is brief. The test engine was a four-stroke inline s
cylinder heavy-duty Diesel engine with a nominal~wet! weight of
13,000 N, displacement of 12.7 liters, rated power of 350 kW
2100 rpm, and peak torque of 2100 N-m at 1200 rpm. The eng
was loaded by an electric dynamometer and was operated at r
speed and peak-torque speed for this study. Torque measurem
were made with a calibrated strain-gauge load cell and are a
rate to62 percent. Engine speed was monitored by magnetic
counting teeth on a 60-tooth gear attached to the engine’s cr
shaft. The engine was supported on three instrumented mo
incorporating elastomeric isolation elements and three-compo
strain-gauge load cells. The rear mounts each employed one
lator ~Lord Corporation CB 2204-2! and one three-componen
22,240 N~5,000 lbf! vertical capacity load cell~AMTI MC5-3-
5000!. The front mount employed two isolators~Lord Corp.
SSB33-1000-4! and a three-component 44,480 N~10,000 lbf! ver-
tical capacity load cell~AMTI MC5-4-1000!. The use of isolators
with this test engine~unlike the hard-mounting common in indus
trial engine tests! was intended to ensure that the results would
applicable to vehicle design. The nine load-cell outputs~three per
mount! were amplified with AMTI signal conditioners, low pas
filtered below 1.05 kHz, and 16-bit digitized at 2.1 kHz for
seconds using Tektronix data acquisition hardware, LABVIEW
software~from National Instruments!, and a PC-type computer.

Experimental data was acquired in three steps. First,
warmed-up but quiescent engine was subjected to standard im
hammer modal analysis with output force measurements repla
the usual accelerometer or proximity probe measurements.
measured-force time-series data were Fourier analyzed and
curve-fit using commercial software~the STAR system from
Spectral Dynamics, Inc.! to determine the modal frequencie
modal dampings, and modal force signatures for the six low
frequency modes. The six lowest modal frequencies were foun
lie between 5.6 and 26.3 Hz and were assumed to describe
quiescent rigid-body modes of the mounted engine. As descr
in the next section, these measurements were used to opti
inertial, geometrical, and mount resilience parameters for us
the FCM.

For the second step, data was collected while the test en
was run at two extreme operating points, full load at peak tor
speed~1200 rpm, 2061 N-m! and full load at rated speed~2100
rpm, 1654 N-m!. These operating points were chosen since th
generally represent the extreme vibration cases for this engine
thereby provide a stringent test of the rigid-body-based FC
686 Õ Vol. 123, JULY 2001
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Thus, the results presented for the success of the model in Se
IV are conservative. Because of experiment-specific limitatio
associated with the engine’s mounting system, vibration frequ
cies above 200 Hz are not reported because of contaminatio
bration of the engine’s mounting structure.

The final step of the data acquisition involved measuremen
the in-cylinder combustion pressures while the engine was r
ning. Here, a special engine cylinder head modified to accep
least one pressure sensor in each cylinder was used to mak
multaneous in-cylinder pressure measurements in all six cylind
while the engine was running at steady-state at the two test
ditions. The temporal resolution of these measurements was 1
a crank angle degree and data was collected for 86 engine cy
The final temporal pressure profiles used in the FCM were cy
averaged measurements.

Unfortunately, the cylinder pressure measurements and the
bratory force measurements both required the full resources o
available data acquisition system so the two types of meas
ments could not be obtained simultaneously. Because of this l
tation, the in-cylinder pressure measurements were made afte
vibration measurements and minor~two percent to four percent!
adjustments were made to the cycle-averaged pressure mea
ments to account for the day-to-day variations in engine per
mance. A time-based trigger was used in vibration data acqu
tion instead of a crankshaft angle-based trigger for simplicity.

3 Quiescent-Engine Model-Experiment Matching
Some of the parameters needed from the fully instrumen

ready-to-run test engine for use in the FCM were either unkno
or known with only limited certainty. Such parameters includ
the components of the engine’s moment of inertia, the thr
dimensional location of the engine’s center of mass, and
engine-mount isolator stiffnesses and dampings. To refine the
ues of these parameters, modal-analysis measurements were
bined with the multi-objective goal attainment capability found
MATLAB®. The procedure was as follows. A set of origina
estimates for these parameters was produced by the simple c
lations, simple measurements, reference to manufacturer’s
sheets, or educated guesses. An objective function was formu
that included predicted and experimentally determined modal
quencies, modal dampings, and selected components of the m
force signatures for the six lowest-frequency modes of the qu
cent test engine. Limits were then set on the parametric sp
available for the optimization, and the MATLAB® optimizer wa
put to work to match the measured modal parameters by adjus
the estimated parameter values to minimize the objective funct
Weight factors within the objective function were chosen so t
greater emphasis was put on matching modal frequencies c
pared to modal dampings. The modal analysis optimization w
completed for one reference position of the piston-rod-cranks
system~piston no. 1 at top dead center!. Because of the symmetry
of the inline six-cylinder configuration and the approximate nat
of the optimization, it was not necessary to adjust the experim
tal engine to the same configuration for the experimental mo
analysis.

In principle this modal matching approach is simple but in o
der to allow the optimizer to attain a solution in a reasona
amount of time, the objective function had to be simplified. Th
was accomplished in three ways. First, the optimizer was allow
to seek a solution for the engine’s inertial parameters with
considering damping. This meant that the experimentally m
sured modal-analysis force signatures had to be projected o
the real axis, e.g., the relative phase of the various modal fo
signature components was accounted for by positive or nega
signs alone. Fortunately, this approximation is acceptable bec
the measured modal dampings are small~typically less than seven
percent of critical damping!, and the phases of the components
the modal force signatures are typically close to either 0 deg
180 deg. Second, only the largest modal signature component
Transactions of the ASME
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each modal force signature were used in the optimization. A
third, the matching of modal dampings was conducted after
engine’s inertial parameters were set. The precise implementa
details and parametric optimization ranges are provided in H
mann@7#. The results of this optimization procedure are given
Tables 1 and 2 that list the original nonoptimized and final op
mized values for the engine-inertial and mount-isolator para
eters. These individual mount-isolator properties were then imp
mented into the model using the symmetrical matrix developm
presented in Part I.

The match obtained with the experimental engine is accepta
or even good. Tables 3 and 4 show a comparison of results for
optimized and experimental modal frequencies and dampin
Here the root-mean-square~RMS! fractional error is given by

rms fractional error inY5F ( i 51
6 ~Yi ,exp2Y

i ,opt
!2

( i 51
6 ~Yi ,exp!

2 G 1/2

(1)

whereY is the parameter of interest~frequency, damping, etc.!,
the subscript ‘‘i’’ refers to the mode number, the subscript ‘‘exp

Table 1 Nonoptimized and optimized moment of inertial „I…
and center of mass „a… parameters for the engine with respect
to a reference point that lies at the intersection of the crank-
shaft axis and the centerline of the cylinder closest to the front
of the engine
Table 2 Nonoptimized and optimized
dampings „c…

Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
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refers to an experimental measurement, and the subscript ‘‘o
refers to an optimized value. A comparison of the measured
optimized nine-component modal force signatures for the
lowest-frequency modes is omitted for brevity; however, the r
errors, when defined similarly to~1!, between the measured an
optimized modal signatures varied between 0.16 and 0.30.
though larger than the errors on the modal frequencies or da
ings, these modal force signature errors are acceptable bec
they lie near the repeatability accuracy of the experimental mo
analysis.

Table 3 Computed and measured quiescent-engine modal
frequencies

Table 4 Computed and measured quiescent-engine modal
dampings
engine mount stiffnesses „k… and
JULY 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 687
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Overall, even though the search space for the optimizer
quite large, all the parameters were viable for the test engine.
final optimized parameters are not necessarily unique; howeve
this study shows, uniqueness is not essential due to the mo
robustness to variations in modal parameters. Thus, the vibra
characteristics of the model and experimental quiescent eng
were matched.

4 Running Engine Comparisons
This section presents a comparison of the FCM output w

experimental measurements. The OWCM presented in Part@6#
is not included here because, as found in Part I, the OWCM
the FCM produce similar results for the well-balanced, inli
six-cylinder engine~65 percent or smaller differences!. There
are really two challenges in predicting the vibratory behavior
the experimental engine. First, the geometrical and inertial
rameters of the engine, and the geometry, stiffness, and dam
of the engine’s mounting system must be identified. This w
accomplished through the procedure described in Section 3.
second challenge is to determine:~i! the actual variations in the
test engine’s internal components,~ii ! the static and dynamic
imbalance of the assembled crankshaft-flywheel system wi
the test engine, and~iii ! the dynamic and vibratory effects o
the unmodeled engine components. As described in Pa
small inertial mismatches between components and any stat
dynamic imbalances can dramatically change the vibration
sponse of the running engine. Unfortunately, the resources
not exist to disassemble the test engine and identify the var
imperfections at a component level so the unique mismatc
and imbalances of the test engine were unknown. In addit
the FCM does not include every moving component. Thus,
comparisons provided here are drawn between a model en
with a hypothetical set of imperfections and an incomplete
of moving internal components, and the test engine with an ac
set of imperfections and a complete set of moving inter
components.

The process for finding appropriate hypothetical compon
mismatches and imbalances began with a baseline model pr
tion for an engine lacking any imperfections. The baseline-mo
vibration amplitudes were up to an order of magnitude below
measured vibration levels. A short slate of engine component
rameters were then varied by trial and error within the FCM
enhance the predicted vibration levels and better match the m
to the experiment.~Use of optimization routines for this task ex
ceeded the capacity of the available computational resources.! The
component parameters varied were the size and location of
crankshaft imbalance masses and the six piston masses. Alth
a much larger number of components and component param
688 Õ Vol. 123, JULY 2001
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exist in the six-cylinder piston-rod-crankshaft mechanism, the
rameters selected for trial and error adjustments provided m
than enough parameter space in which to attempt the experim
model matching. Table 5 lists the final adjustments made to
baseline component parameter values. It must be noted here
the selections shown in Table 5 are the results of an incomp
search of the available parameter space and that many o
parameter combinations might yield similar~or even superior!
results. Although the piston-weight mismatches and imbala
levels may seem too large on an individual basis, they effectiv
represent the overall inertial mismatch and imbalance leve
all the engine’s components. Hence, although they are alm
surely fictitious, these selected imperfections are not necess
unreasonable.

The comparisons made here are for the three-compo
vibration forces transmitted through the elastomeric isolation e
ments to the engine’s supporting structure at the engine’s th
mounts. The model is driven with the measured~and adjusted!
average pressure time-histories for each cylinder. The param
modifications listed in Table 5 were used to bring the vibrati
level of the model engine close to the vibration level of the t
engine. Both the optimized and nonoptimized engine and mo
parameters~see Tables 1 and 2! were used in the model. Two
additional adjustments were made to match the FCM and the
periment. First, the load torque used in the model was five to
percent larger than the measurements to account for engine
tion. This adjustment causes the model engine to rotate at
same speed as the test engine. Second, because the engine
forces were measured without an absolute crank angle refere
the model output is shifted in time with respect to the experim
tal measurements to provide the best matchup between the
types of results.

Figures 1 and 2 show the spectral force magnitudes of
measured and predicted engine mount forces for optimized
gine and mount parameters. Figure 1 shows the full load
peak torque speed results, and Fig. 2 shows the full load at r
speed results. Both figures display nine panels in a three
three array. Each row of panels comes from the same en
mount. Each column of panels provides force spectra from
same Cartesian direction~x, y, or z!. Here thex-direction points
from the front to the rear of the engine, they-direction points out
the right side of the engine when the engine is viewed from
hind, and thez-direction points vertically upward~opposite grav-
ity!. The 3’s in each figure denote the predicted spectral am
tude at half and whole engine orders. The solid lines are
experimental spectra.

Although the comparisons shown on Figs. 1 and 2 are far fr
perfect, the overall trends are captured well. The largest vibra
Table 5 Parameter modifications used in the fully coupled model „FCM… to match the ex-
periment. The piston mass number represent the percentage change in each piston. The
numbers for the crankshaft imbalances are: the point mass sizes, their radial distance from
the crankshaft axis of rotation, their x-locaiton along the crankshaft axis from the reference
point „intersection the axis of cylinder No. one with the crankshaft axis …, and the angular
displacement when piston no. one is at top dead center.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 1 Measured and simulated engine mount force magnitudes versus fre-
quency for an in-line six-cylinder heavy-duty Diesel engine running at a
speed of 1200 rpm with a load torque of 2061 N-m. The simulated engine
used the optimized parameters given in Tables 1 and 2 and component im-
perfections listed in Table 5. The solid line denotes the experimental data.
The Ã’s denote the simulation results at half and whole engine orders.
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forces are predicted to occur in the vertical direction on all mou
and in they-direction~side-to-side! on the front mount. Compara
tively smaller vibration forces are expected in thex-direction
~front-to-back! on all mounts and in they-direction on the rear
mounts. The experimental results on Figs. 1 and 2 both fol
these trends. All plot vertical axes were constrained to be
same to facilitate component/mount force comparisons. In a
tion, the FCM only predicts engine vibration at the half, fir
second, third, and sixth engine orders while the engine actu
vibrates at a greater range of frequencies. First order is the m
important engine vibration frequency at both speeds and
match between the model and experiment is reasonable. An
propriate extension of~1! produces an rms fractional error~aver-
aged across mounts and directions! for the model of 0.33 and
0.35 at first order for the peak-torque speed and rated spee
sults, respectively. At third order, the rms fractional error is larg
0.45 and 0.72 for the peak-torque speed and rated speed re
respectively. These larger third-order differences can be attrib
to the high-amplitude cyclic torques exerted on the crankshaft
the engine block by the camshaft-driven fuel-injection syst
which fires three times per engine rotation, but was not inclu
in the FCM.

There are also important differences between the results f
or Gas Turbines and Power
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the model and the experiment. The FCM does not adequa
predict any of the experimentally measured higher half-order
bration frequencies~e.g., engine orders 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 9/
etc.!. The engine’s response at these frequencies may be non
and therefore beyond the model’s capability. This content
is supported by the findings of Nakada@11# and Reinhart@12#
who attribute higher half-order vibrations to flexible engin
motions.

The comparisons provided on Figs. 1 and 2 can also be cast
the time domain where the temporal phasing of the predicted
gine vibration response at the various engine orders is rea
apparent. Such comparisons are provided on Figs. 3 and 4, w
slow the predicted and measured force-time histories covering
crankshaft rotations at peak-torque and rated speeds, respect
Here, both the experimental and computational results have b
low-pass filtered to include frequencies at third engine order
below. As for Figs. 1 and 2, the three-by-three array of panels
Figs. 3 and 4 are arrayed so that rows correspond to the s
engine mount and columns correspond to the same Cartesia
rection. The dark solid lines are the experimental measureme
The light solid lines are the FCM results with optimized para
eters. The dashed lines are the FCM results with nonoptimi
parameters. Again, the overall predictions are good with la
JULY 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 689
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Fig. 2 Same as Fig. 1 except the engine is running at a speed of 2100 rpm
with a load torque of 1640 N-m
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~small! simulated vibration forces occurring where large~small!
forces were measured. The most apparent mismatch betwee
model and the experiment~more easily seen in Fig. 4! can be
traced to the amplitude and phasing of the third-order oscillatio
Again, this discrepancy is most likely due to unmodeled thi
order cyclic torques that are applied to the crankshaft and en
block by the engine’s gear train and overhead camshaft in orde
drive the engine’s unit fuel injectors.

The results shown on Figs. 1–4 can be summarized by
overall model-experiment correlation coefficient,C:

C5
( i 51

3 ( j 51
3 ~1/t!*0

tFm,i j ~ t !Fp,i j ~ t !dt

@( i 51
3 ( j 51

3 ~1/t!*0
tFm,i j

2 dt#1/2@( i 51
3 ( j 51

3 ~1/t!*0
tFp,i j

2 dt#1/2
,

(2)

where i is the direction number,j is the mount number,Fm,i j is
the measured engine mount force in directioni on mountj, and
Fp,i j is the FCM predicted mount force in directioni on mountj,
andt corresponds to seven complete engine cycles. Table 6
vides values ofC for both operating points, for optimized an
nonoptimized engine parameters, and for bandwidths up to
Hz and up through third engine order. The purpose of this co
lation effort was to evaluate the overall performance of the mo
with a particular emphasis on matching the dominant mo
forces. A detailed comparison of the individual mount and dir
tion correlation coefficients is deferred until a more complete
gine model~that includes the camshaft and front-end gear tra
for example! is readied. As expected, the correlation coefficie
001
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for the more restrictive bandwidths~third engine order and below!
are higher because the FCM does not predict as much h
frequency vibration as the test engine produces. However, all
values in Table 6 are above10.50, which indicates that mode
and the experiment are in general agreement. Interestingly,
optimized parameters do not produce superior correlation va
under both operating conditions. This suggests that the mode
approach embodied by the FCM is robust enough to predict
gine mount forces with better than 0.50 correlation even wh
some important engine block geometrical and inertial parame
are approximations of the actual engine parameters. Hence
tailed parameter identification is possibly unnecessary for us
the FCM, a valuable trait in preliminary design.

5 Summary and Conclusions
The key contribution here is the presentation of a compariso

the computational results from a seven degree-of-freedom f
coupled model of engine dynamics and vibration to experime
results obtained from three-component force measurements m
at the three main mounts of a running inline six-cylinder hea
duty Diesel engine. Estimated or poorly known engine parame
were determined through an optimization procedure for the vib
tion modes of the computational and experimental quiescent
gines. Comparisons of the predicted and measured mount fo
are presented in both the time and frequency domains w
guarded success.
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Fig. 3 Measured and simulated engine mount forces versus time for an in-
line six-cylinder heavy-duty Diesel engine running at a speed of 1200 rpm
with a load torque of 2061 N-m. The heavy solid line is the experimental data.
The light solid line is the simulated engine with the optimized parameters
given in Tables 1 and 2. The dotted line is the simulated engine with the
nonoptimized parameters given in Tables 1 and 2. Both simulations use the
component imperfections listed in Table 5. All three data sets are low-pass
filtered to include only vibration frequencies up to third engine order and the
time duration shown corresponds to two engine rotations „720 crankangle
degrees ….
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The results presented here support three conclusions. Firs
new engine model described in our companion paper~Part I! is
able to provide adequate, but imperfect, predictions of engine
brations in the frequency range where rigid-body motions of
engine block and its internal components dominate. Vibrat
force levels were simulated correctly for the various mounts in
various directions. Current model-experiment correlation coe
cients are as high as 0.70 and do not fall below 0.50. These
relation values are actually better than they first appear; a mo
experiment correlation coefficient of 1.0 is impossible for a rig
body model because of nonrigid engine components~oil, coolant!
and flexible engine motions. In fact, only 85 to 90 percent of
test engine’s vibratory motion can be accounted for by rigid-bo
modes under the test conditions considered here~@8#!. Thus, the
correlation coefficients found here suggest that the fully coup
model compares favorably to experimental force measurem
within the limits imposed by rigid-body modeling. Moreover, th
vibration contribution of engine components and systems
were not modeled may explain much of the remaining mod
experiment differences.
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Second, precise knowledge of an engine’s inertial a
geometrical parameters, and its mount isolator stiffnesses
dampings is not necessary to obtain acceptable predict
from the fully coupled model. This is a major advantage for p
liminary design work when many parameter values may only
known approximately or may be based on historical or benchm
information.

And finally, moving internal-component mismatches and sta
and rotating imbalances are the most important source of vibra
for engines whose configurations are naturally well balanced
the present study, the computationally perfect inline six-cylind
engine produces vibration levels that are at least an order of m
nitude below the measured vibration levels for a nominally ide
tical test engine. Thus, use of a model like the FCM by eng
designers could lead to better tolerancing for the inertial and g
metrical parameters of moving internal engine components.
example, precise matching of piston masses may not be nece
if the connecting rods cannot be matched to a similarly string
tolerance.
JULY 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 691
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Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3 except the engine is running at a speed of 2100 rpm
with a load torque of 1640 N-m
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Table 6 Overall model-experiment correlation coefficients for
mount force time-histories low-pass filtered at 200 Hz and third
engine order for an inline six-cylinder heavy-duty Diesel engine
running at a full load at speeds of 1200 and 2100 rpm using
optimized and nonoptimized parameters
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